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Watson is AI for your business.
Get started now with
customized payment plans.
By scaling AI across your organization, you can unlock
the value of data in totally new ways to make decisions
that are based in automated, data-driven outcomes.

In 2018, worldwide spending on AI systems approached
USD 24 billion and is expected to grow at a 37 percent
CAGR through 2022, when spending will exceed more
than USD 77 billion.1

IBM Watson provides businesses with a
simpler, faster way to build, deploy and manage
AI models and applications across any cloud,
anywhere. Financing helps make it affordable.

IBM
Global
Financing
funds your strategic,
innovative initiatives to help
speed new business
process implementation
and drive business success.

Give your business a powerful edge
and take advantage of AI-driven
analytics to derive smarter insights
from your data — finance your total
solution from one source.

Harness the power of AI and machine
learning to help turn data into new ways
of doing business — customized payment
plans help make it affordable
Minimizing upfront cash outlays helps
preserve cash and credit lines to meet
other strategic needs as you unlock
the hidden value in your data and
accelerate your AI journey.

Learn more ibm.com/financing/solutions/financing-ibm-watson

Follow us @IBMFinancing
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